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design of a ribozyme that specifically degrades mRNA of a target gene. Cleavage specificity was created by
optimizing the formation of a functional H-bond network of RNA-sugar residues using computational approaches.
The designed ribozyme is capable of cutting different target sequences which are as distant as 10 bases from the
cleavage site. We also carried out studies on the effect of the number of modified nucleotides in the duplex of the
ribozyme and the target, on the cleavage efficiency.Q: Clustered Field is blank I'm using ArcGIS Server 10.0. I've
added a specific field to a specific feature class. The field has a clustering rule set at Population (Double), and for
all the feature classes it's set to the standard value of 10. The field still has the Data Field Name set to Population.
Yet for one of the feature classes, it's showing the field as blank, or NULL. It has an attribute table with Population
values. I've confirmed that the feature class has its field set to Double. What's going on? A: I'm going to assume

that your population is defined in the attribute table. If so, you are going to have to aggregate by Population in the
query to get the values to populate the population field. Also, you will need to define the field name to match the

population attribute in the feature class. As I look at your screen shot I see two different definitions. Social Buttons
The Grand Tour event of the year will be held next weekend. The State Championship is a one day event on

Saturday at High Country Field in Louisville, Kentucky. It will also be streamed live. You can watch the live feed
here. The first ever state event of the season will be the inaugural Fall Ohio Men’s State Championships. Most of
the top names in the sport will be there to try and claim their own piece of the title. Here are some predictions.

Stanford will be on full display, but it is hard to pinpoint an in-form
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